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For the period of 2021-10-18 to 2021-11-11

Student Groups (Clubs, Services, and ISG’s)

● Activities Night 2.0 went great! 198 groups and 1000+ students attended over 3 days
● Planning for Activities Night Winter 2022 started
● 3501 Peel can now be booked by Services for trainings and events
● Troubleshooted some miscommunications regarding finances and approval of alcohol
● Capacity of the University Center increased
● In collaboration with the Events department we created easier guides for groups to book their events and know which forms are required

Mental Health

● Wellness Hub rep is back from vacation and planning for the wellness hub scope campaign started to be planned by the team
● MHOC planning workshops with greenhound
● MHAC working on teaching awards and the academic wellness proposal

Projects

● Final amendments to the Student group internal regulations are finished. Now is being sent out for committee consultations before bringing it for approval
● In collaboration with the Club reps the Student Life website is being rebranded in order for processes to become clearer for groups
● Rebranded the clubs and service Instagram to SSMU Student Life (better content, more visibility to groups, better audience, better transparency of the portfolio) FOLLOW @ssmustudentlife
McGill Student Services and Miscellaneous

- Partnering with the platform Lobby to give groups access to an interactive online platform for events
- Partnering with Brix to offer students discounts on housing in Montreal